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Just like your home, your pool or spa gets to the point that you may be a little
disappointed in its appearance. It could be that you adopted the pool when
you bought the home. Or, the tile might be dirty or showing that it was in style
with bell bottom jeans, the first time around.
Regardless of the reason, there is always a budget to stick to. I’ve listed out a
couple ways to make some big differences in appearance and operation. Some
of these can actually save you money by implementing new technology.
LED Lighting. We’ve all see the LED
streetlights, light bulbs for our home and
even in the taillights of cars in front of
us. Did you know switching to an LED
pool light can save 90% of electricity
consumed by your lights? Add the color
changing capability and you make a
huge statement in your backyard!
Solar Heat. Do you cringe every spring
thinking about the cost of the gas heater
to get your pool up to temperature?
Older heaters especially are likely only
75% efficient which means a quarter of
the heat goes out the exhaust flue and
not into the pool. Solar relies on the free
heat from the sun to warm your pool.
Variable Speed Pumps. Other than
you’re a/c, a pool pump is the largest
energy consumer in your home. Unlike
traditional pool pumps that run flat out,
a variable speed pump can be adjusted to
the proper flow by reducing the RPM of
the pump. Just like saving fuel in your
car, take it easy on the accelerator.

Refinishing. Granted, this isn’t
inexpensive, but, refinishing with
ecoFinish© AquaBright is a game
changer. Unlike traditional
finishes, water chemistry isn’t a
problem. Toss in the 10 Year
manufacturer’s warranty and that
backyard becomes a treat, not a
chore.

Water Features. Deck jets,
scuppers, water bowls and water
falls all add sound, motion and
interest to you pool and back yard.
Not to mention, they are a lot of fun
for dogs and kids to play with!

Lets make your pool fun again. Entertaining friends and family shouldn’t be
a chore, it is supposed to be fun and relaxing. Let’s chat and figure out how
Idaho Pool Remodeling can “Make Your Pool Fun Again”.
Spring remodel slots fill up quickly so please schedule a time soon to
discuss your project!
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